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he country concerned is Sweden. We

(Kerstin and Maud) are involved with the

FKC Mellansjö special school near Stock-

holm. The school offers treatment for around 30

pupils between the ages of 7 and 16 with various

school-related problems, who have been persist-

ently excluded. Our pupils stay for two or three

terms before returning to the normal school sys-

tem. As you can imagine, we have some of the

toughest pupils in the Stockholm area, and they

require careful handling!

We work with a methodology called Solution

Focused Education (SFE). This permeates every

aspect of the school, from teaching strategies to

counselling, to dealing with parents. We devel-

oped SFE from the Solution Focused Brief Therapy

method, which we were using with good effect

for treatment.

This provides a wonderfully positive and prag-

matic framework – all staff are very skilled in the

approach, which offers some fascinating alterna-

tives to conventional teaching methods. This

approach is now being used in schools all over the

world, including the UK. Indeed, it now forms part

of the DFES national strategy on managing behav-

iour (see references for more information).

Solution
Focused
Education

By Kerstin Måhlberg, Maud Sjöblom and Mark McKergow

Remember times when you’ve had difficult pupils in
your class and were at your wits end. Nothing seems
to work and everything you do makes things worse.
If you would like to find out about a practical new
approach that’s working with some of the most
difficult pupils in the country, read on...
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is naturally accompanied by a positive mood

change and the brain receives positive sig-

nals, which often leads to behaviour that is

even more positive. Moreover, when we

tell the parents about all the good things,

they will support their child even more and

virtuous circles arise.

Focus on positive change
Sometimes we act like detectives,

searching for tiny changes and

improvements. This change is then

emphasised to make it visible to

everyone. Then we encourage the

pupil to do more of the same.

When we accept that change is

natural and inevitable, we can also

assume that something may well have

improved when we come to review a

problematic situation. It may well be

the case that some things have

deteriorated, but other things may

also be better. It is here – on the

improvements – that we focus

our attention.

Focusing on what works

is to us a much more enjoy-

able way of working. Moreover, it is not

only fun to us, but we can also see how pupils and

parents are happier when they are in school.

Conversational methodology
We find the use of creative questions (sometimes

known as process questions), to be an important

communication tool for the teacher. With creative

questions, we set the listener’s internal dialogue in

motion. New perspectives are envisaged and

worked through, and thoughts are finally articu-

lated through speech. More of the brain’s cognitive

functions are stimulated.

The purpose of creative questions is to gain

greater access to the thoughts, attitudes and emo-

tions of pupils, than simple ‘yes’ and ‘no’ questions

A two-pronged approach
In SFE we build solutions together with the pupils,

instead of the more traditional way where the

teacher is supposed to have all the answers to

every problem. SFE consists of two main prongs: a

solution focused approach and a conversational

methodology. This gives us ‘two steady legs’ to

stand on.

The solution focused approach
When something is wrong, it’s important to exam-

ine the problem closely and understand it, so we

know what to do next. Or is it? This approach – what

we call ‘problem focus’ – is the opposite of a solu-

tion focused approach. It is normal and logical, and

works well at fixing your car. But does it work as

well at fixing your pupils? We don’t think so.

Taking a Solution Focused approach, we move

quickly away from the problem to examine some-

thing much more interesting: what we want to

happen, otherwise known to us as the solution.

Once we know and agree about what’s wanted, we

can start to look for it happening already, to find

out more about what helps it to happen, and how

we can take small steps to build on what is help-

ing already.

This sounds very simple, but it is remarkably

effective when applied skilfully. The idea leads us

to several practical strategies to use in the class-

room (see table on page 54).

Focus on resources
In our experience, teachers often pay attention to

the pupil’s lack of knowledge e.g. spotting spelling

mistakes.We think that focusing on the pupil’s com-

petence and ability is an invaluable aid to our teach-

ing; being told what he is doing well helps the pupil

get closer to his goal.When we let the pupil do more

of what he already is good at, he will start to succeed

and his self-confidence will grow. When he is self-

confident, it is easier to try something new.

By focusing on what works and by talking about

it a lot and often, you will find that things improve.

When people discuss what works, this discussion

Stepping from problem
focus to solution focus

Solution Focused
Education – two steady

legs to stand on
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– closed questions. Since ‘why’ questions often lead

to resistance, we prefer to use creative questions

that are more likely to keep the dialogue flowing. It

is important to reflect on what type of questions we

use and what type of response these questions

might elicit.The quality of the question determines

the quality of the response.

Goal-setting questions
● What do you want to explore?

● What is important for you when you are

working with your classmates?

● What would you like your future to be like? 

Participation is a key word nowadays. One way to

involve pupils is to encourage them to set their

own goals, using creative questions; to elicit what

they want to get out of their schoolwork and ulti-

mately what they want to achieve in life.

Scaling questions
● On a scale from zero to ten, where ten is “the

thing we want”, where are you today? 

● How come you are that high and not lower?

What else? 

● What would take you one point up the scale?

Scaling is one of the most valuable tools in SFE. One

example of its usefulness is when we want to

encourage the pupil to take his first small step

towards his own goal. Our experiences are that it is

important for the teacher to focus on finding out

what the pupil is already pleased about, whatever

scaling he chooses. Quiet pupils feel more comfort-

able when we ask them only to answer with a num-

ber. Then it does not involve the expectation that

the pupil needs to talk a great deal, and for this rea-

son, it is less demanding. While this is quite true,

the question still triggers the reflective process.

Most pupils find it easy and fun to answer scal-

ing questions. Sometimes we use the classroom

walls as measuring instruments. For pupils (and

teachers) who tend to see everything in black and

white, this type of scaling makes it clear to them

that there are many ways of describing what exists
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between zero and ten, what’s already going well

and how we can build on that with a small step.

Future-oriented questions
Asking questions about the future and making it

alive in the present, means that the pupil is active-

ly influencing and constructing his own future.

One question we often pose in the morning to our

pupils is, “Imagine it is time for you to go home and

you are feeling satisfied with your day. What have you

been doing during the day?”

These future-oriented questions share the same

purpose of encouraging pupils to reflect on and

describe their ideal situation. Once our minds have

constructed a positive image of the future, the pos-

sibility of living it becomes so much greater.

In this short article we can only present a few of

the practical strategies resulting from the shift

from problem to Solution Focus in education.

There are many more ideas in the references sug-

gested below. TEX

Problem Focus Solution Focus

What’s wrong must be fixed Finding what’s working leads to progress

What is the problem? What do we (all) want?

Analysis of what’s wrong Focus on preferred future

Failures Successes 

Victim Survivor

Isolated (blamed) Partnership (empowered) 

Hopelessness / despair Expectation of change

Solution Focused Education




